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The Future Is Now

As a twentieth-century Los Angelino, I am conditioned to move forward, but as an artist I am prone to travel laterally (off in any direction) during creative pursuits. Attempting to predict the future (of design) is vanity. Using a comic strip analogy, did Flash Gordon in the 1940s provide an accurate image of what the international space exploration effort came to be in the 1960s? Of course not, and it is equally inaccurate to use a collective image of architecture as a measuring device for what our future direction may become, if only form and technology influenced Western culture, we might all be living in a facsimile of the House of the Future from Tomorrowland, Disneyland (circa 1955). In retrospect it is easy to see this plastic object as kitsch because a stylist dictated the “futuristic” image with a palette of available technology. When an architect solves a program intelligently, function cannot preclude beauty or artistic intent.

History is a cyclical index of time. The only relevant moment is now. The architect’s formal vocabulary must be personal expression (not regurgitated history). If change is the constant that dominates our culture, then modernism as Webster defines it, “pertaining to present and recent time; not ancient or remote,” can be viewed as a sequence of obsolete actions. Time-tested principles of architecture are continuously rediscovered, as the pendulum of design measures each interval of time.

Giving old objects new life yields illuminating transformations. An obsolescent object in today’s information age offers conceptual design validation now. (Projecting its functional use into the future would only make it obsolete.) The archaeology of initial discovery compels one to imagine new uses for the found object. Rejuvenation validates the stamp of time both metaphorically and literally. Recycling urban detritus is a manipulative responsibility (of artists in all media) to (re-)organize available resources and transform technology. This process of readapting an object from one era or context into another can alter its predictable meaning into a previously unknown realm. For example, the rolexes in its everyday desk-top context offers ordered access to one level of information. Distorting the scale and context radicalizes the object when it becomes transformed into a gigantic war memorial: The Rolodex of Tyranny. It offers ambiguous readings as a welcoming anthropomorphic monument or an alienating violent machine of bloodletting.

The “future” is a misnomer because it is inevitable, out of reach now, although we do get to it eventually. The uncertainty of not knowing the future is a wonder-ful property of time. Sometimes while designing we can know too much. The moment we think we know, the best solution occurs at the depths of conventional thought. The concept of future as a state of uncertainty serves as a healthy process of designing. Often the search for what we do not know yields the most interesting and meaningful results.